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Kiyoshi KIHARA * andYoshiro OHARA料
When precipitates are washed with a definite quantity of water or some other solvent， 
it's not recommended to use the washings at the same time. The principle also applies to 
the extraction between two liquid phases. In almost all analytical textbooks this principle is 
introduced with the next formula: 
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In some of them such special numbers， for instance， as n=4 and 5 are put in the formula 
to show C5くC生 practically. But the authors thought this is not the best way for the 
advanced students and tried to give a proof of C n+Iえ C"・
1. WASHING 
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If the total quantity of washings is divided in equal日 partsand each of them is used for washing 
one after the other successively， the concentration of solution which remains absorbed by precipitates 
after the nth washing is to be expressed as follows: 
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Co original concentration of solution which remains with precipitates. 
υconstant volume absorbed hy precipitates‘ 
V total volume of washings. 
2. E玄TRACTION
Like the process in washing described in 1， the total extraction medium is divided in equal n parts 
and each of them is used for extraction one aft巴rthe other successively. Then th巴 presentamount of 
solute which remains not extracted after the nth extraction， is to be expressed with the following 
formula: 
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d : distribution constant. 
ρ: constant volume of solution. 
V total quantity of extraction medium. 
w 0 : original amount of solute. 
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3. PROOF OF 1十一一一一・一一I >11十一一一l¥-. n+1 αI ~ ¥-. 1lα/ 
C" and W n belong to the same types of formula as observed in 1 and 2. And the authors atternpted 
te give the proof of C"+IぐC"by two di任erentmathematical methods， using the binomial theorem and 
differential calculus. 
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3.1 PROOF BY BINOMIAL THEOREM 
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3.2 PROOF BY DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS 
Put t=土 i泊nlい糾1十よ斗jYz，Jth加e叩n f(t)οωのか←山日)=(ベ1引(σ山
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Put g(t) in place of a log f(t)， then g(t)=J堕旦土1L-andgF(t)=1一(1十t)log(1+t) t -~~- O "/ t2(1+t) 
From h(t)=tー (1十t)log(l十t)，h'(t)=-log(lィt)，O<tえ∞ andh(O)=O 目 h'(t)く0，h(t)くO
g'(t)くO. From the result obtained above g(t) is a decreasing function in the range 0くtく∞.
1， 1 ¥ n Then each of log f(t)， f(t) andll十 1is also a decreasing function. 
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n {" 1 ¥ n was proved to be an increasing function. 
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The outline of this paper was presented at the association meeting of the Japanese Chemical 
Society， the Japan Analyst Society， and other related chemical societies held at Nagoya on 18， 
October 1967. 
